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INTERESTING EXTRACT...

1. George W. Bush took
were truly Born Again,
his Inaugural oath facing
he would have pointthe obelisk. This picture
edly refused to take his
was taken as President
oath of office facing the
Ronald Reagan took his
obelisk.
Inaugural oath on January
As you can see from
20, 1981. Reagan startled
this diagram, George
the occult world by takBush most definitely
ing his oath of office from
faced the obelisk durthe West Wing of the
ing his Inauguration.
Capitol, and not the East
[Taken from The Sun
Wing as all his predecesChronicle, January 19,
sors had done. When
2001, p. A-1] The WashPresident Reagan decided
ington Monument obto become the first U.S.
elisk is located just bePresident to take his oath
yond the Reflecting Pool
from the West Wing of the
in this diagram. The ReCapitol, he faced the obelisk , as you can flecting Pool is critically important to the
see. This fact meant that he was sending entire scheme of Satanic symbols in this
the strongest possible signal to fellow Illu- area of Government Center [Read
minists the world over that, after 205 years NEWS1040 for full details], because in the
of pursuing the goal of establishing the occult belief structure, the pool is the
New World Order  Kingdom of the An- transfer point for demon spirits transfertichrist  the plan was entering its final ring from this dimension to the spiritual
phase.
dimension! Satanists believe that mirrors
Every president since then  Bush, Clin- are transfer points also, which is why
ton, and now George W. Bush  have you constantly see mirrors in occult movsimilarly taken their oaths of office
ies and novels.Extract: www.cuttingedge.org
facing the obelisk. It is difficult to
think of a more despicable Satanic
symbol than the obelisk. All
occultists literally worship the Egyptian Sun god, Ra, whom they belive
resides within any obelisk. By facing the obelisk, a person is also worshipping the evil,
Satanic spirit
within.
Given George W. Bushs
deep Satanic background within
Skull & Bones, he would understand
very well what the Satanic implications were of facing the obelisk,
and of the equally deep Christian
concerns about it. Therefore, if he Obelisk
Reflecting Pool
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DESPATCH deals regularly with the astonishing changes being
foisted upon us all by the Global Community. This booklet by
David Bay of Cutting Edge USA reveals that Hitler declared
that he was a Christian, before WW II, just as George W. Bush
declares he is a Christian today.
Despatch magazine urges Bible-based believers to be alert
to the deceptions of these days. History should teach us
lessons. Bush is leading the world into totalitarian control by
the Luciferian Illuminists. We cannot take this mans words
at face value, any more than the Germany churches should
have accepted Hitlers protestations of faith in Christ, given
only to gain the support he needed for conquest. Read this
excellent information as presented by David Bray of Cutting
Edge, and pray for others in peril as we proceed into the Antichrist system, we are terming the New World Order.
Are you swallowing the sham information about Bush?
It is not over yet, believing this man will lead the victim into
deep water indeed. He will have a plan for the churches which
will exceed Hitlers.

Wendy B. Howard ...editor of

Despatch Magazine

Endtime Ministries...Christian Resource Centre [P.O.B. 238, Landsborough.Q. 4550]
Ph. 0754941672 Fax. [unlisted] Mob. 0414790956(MI)
Email: despatch@mail.cth.com.au Web Site: http:www.despatch.cth.com.au/
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Extract:
WWW.CUTTINGEDGE.ORG

trained in the Brotherhood of Death
Society in America, known as Skull &
Bones
Both men held center stage at a
time when Antichrist was to attempt a
successful entrance on the world stage.
Both men claimed Jesus as Lord and
Savior. Hitlers effort to stage Antichrist
was unsuccessful because Gods timing was not right; if Bush is to be successful, it will be because Gods timing is right this time.

“...2. George W. Bush
placed his right hand on
a Masonic Bible to take
his oath of office
NEWS BRIEF:

“Hands Off This Book!
It’s Got Bodyguards”,
by Sharon Jayson, [WEBSITE
OFFLINE] AMERICAN-STATESMAN

STAFF,

But, both men deceived many.

Austin-American Statesman
NEWSPAPER, January 18, 2001.

all true Born Again Christians loudly
and clearly:
Like President-elect George W.
Bush, the Bible he will use to take “I am Masonic, not true Christian”.
the oath of office travels with an
entourage. A trio from a Masonic
Lodge in New York City will accompany the King James Version
to Washington for Saturdays ceremony  a trip made several
times, so presidents from George
Washington to George Bush and
soon George W. Bush could place
their hands on this 1767 edition
and pledge to uphold and defend
the Constitution of this country ...
The King James Version is a standard Bible of Bushs faith, both as
an Episcopalian in his youth and
now as a United Methodist.

[NOTE

ECUMENICAL NATURE OF THESE
PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS.]

THE

MAINLINE

TWO

When President George W. Bush
supposedly placed his right hand on
a Masonic Bible, he sent a message
that should have been received by

How in the world Baal worshippers
of the phallus could consider
themselves to be Christian is beyond
me. Bush told CNN on August 1,
2000, that his past has determined
who he is.
[CNN.COM, ALLPOLITICS.COM, “GEORGE W.
BUSH: MY HERITAGE IS PART OF WHO I AM’ “].

Well, his past includes lifelong
membership in the elite Masonic
Illuminist Skull & Bones secret
society, and it includes his past
cooperation with Freemasonry when
Governor of Texas.

http://www.cuttingedge.org

Truly, Jesus was right when he prophesied unparalleled political and spiritual deception at the End of the Age
[Matthew 24:24]
For there shall arise false Christs, and
false prophets ... insomuch that, if it
were possible, they shall deceive the
very elect. Matt 24:24
Are you spiritually ready?
Is your family?
Are you adequately protecting
your loved ones?
This is the reason for this ministry,
to enable you to first understand the
peril facing you, and then help
you develop strategies to warn
and protect your loved ones.
Once you have been thoroughly
trained, you can also use your
knowledge as a means
to open the door of
discussion with an
unsaved person. I
have been able to use
it many times, and have
seen people come to Jesus Christ as a result.
These perilous times are also
a time when we can reach many

souls for Jesus Christ, making an eternal difference.
If you have accepted Jesus Christ as
your personal Savior, but have been
very lukewarm in your spiritual walk
with Him, you need to immediately
ask Him for forgiveness and for
renewal. He will instantly forgive
you, and fill your heart with the joy of
the Holy Spirit. Then, you need to
begin a daily walk of prayer and
personal Bible Study.
If you have never accepted
Jesus Christ as Savior, but have come
to realize His reality and the approaching End of the Age, and want to
accept His FREE Gift of Eternal Life,
you can also do so now, in the
privacy of your home.
Once you accept Him as Savior, you
are spiritually Born Again, and are as
assured of Heaven as if you were
already there. Then, you can rest assured that the Kingdom of Antichrist
will not touch you spiritually.
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in the Protestant press even before
Hitlers election into power ... Hitler
wanted to combine all the regional
Protestant churches into a single and
united Reich Church. Of course this
meant government control of the
Church and a minority of Lutheran
Pastors foresaw the dangers.
In 1933, a few Protestant Pastors,
namely Martin Niemöller, Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, Karl Barth and others
formed the Pastors Emergency
League which later became known
as The Confessing Church to oppose
the state controlled Nazi Church.
It bears some importance to understand that Germany did not recognize the Confessing Church as an official Church. Not only the Nazis, but
all other Protestant Churches condemned the Confessing Church. They
thought of it as a minority opposition
that held little power. The vast majority of German churches supported
Hitler and his policies against the
Jews.
[CHRISTIANITY IN EUROPE DURING WORLD
WAR II, BY JOHN WALKER JUNE 2002].

CONCLUSION
If you are trying to understand Hitler, the last thing you can believe are
his words. [MATTINGLY, IBID.; EMPHASIS ADDED]
This quote brings us squarely
back to Words, does it not?
Just as too many Evangelical and Baptists supported Hitler on the basis of
some of his words alone, ignoring
other words and deeds that would
have revealed his true nature, so do
many Christians today support President Bush on the same basis. In Parts
1 through 3 of this series, we have
shown you the true side and nature of
President Bush.
As Bush leads the world into the
New World Order, remember that this
system he is attempting to establish
with United Nations cooperation is the
Kingdom of Antichrist. Further, we
demonstrate in Seminar 2, America
Determines The True Path of History,
the Bush New World Order is essentially identical to Hitlers. As you contemplate how you will react to this
coming war, remember it is being
fought to establish Antichrist.
Two Illuminists at key moments
in world history played the role of
Christian to their people, deceiving
too many, including Christians who
should have spotted him in a New
York Minute!

Once again, there were numerous
individuals who risked their lives
and the lives of loved ones, to resist
Hitler and to save the lives of many
Jews; however, the vast majority of
German churches supported Hitler
and his policies against the Jews. Too
...Adolf Hitler  Illuminist trained
many Evangelical and Baptist leaders
supported Hitler, especially during in the Brotherhood of Death Society
the early years, 1922-1939, when their in Germany, known as The Thule
determined opposition might have Society.
made a difference.
...George W. Bush  Illuminist

N
N

Christian Denominations,
Adolf Hitler
& George W. Bush!
Title: YE SHALL KNOW THEM BY
THEIR WORDS  [Matthew ????]
Part 4
THE CUTTING EDGE Extract
HTTP://WWW.CUTTINGEDGE.ORG
Subtitle:
Adolf Hitler claimed he was
Christian! Evangelical Christian
leaders supported Hitler greatly;
even Baptists were split over
whether Hitler was
truly Born Again.
Listen to Adolfs testimony:
My feelings as a Christian points
me to my Lord and Savior
- SPEECH, 12 APRIL 1922
Too many Christians today still
believe President George Bush is a
Born Again Christian, based upon his
tepid statement of faith and many assertions of God , Lord and Faith since
then. In this fourth part of this series,
we shall study the most shocking historic truth of all: Adolf Hitler professed
faith in Jesus Christ and claimed to be
a Christian! He affirmed the Christian
faith, never shut down a Christian
church, and claimed that his actions
during World War II were fully consistent with Biblical teaching and commandment.
Most Christians today will recoil at this
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suggestion, based upon
our post-World War II mindset. We
know Hitlers fruits were terribly bad.
We know he slaughtered 6 million
Jews and 12 million other devalued
peoples. We know he deliberately
launched one of the most bloody, terrible wars mankind has ever faced. We
now know he was a Satan worshipper, probably without equal in the
modern world. We know he regularly
prayed the Spirit of Antichrist into himself during rituals and seances held by
The Thule Society, the same Brotherhood of Death Society as Skull &
Bones  of George Bush fame. We
know Hitler fulfilled the plans of the
Illuminati perfectly while in power,
and set up the same kind of society
that the real Antichrist will eventually
set up.
From our perspective of postWorld War II, we know that Hitler
could never have been a genuine Born
Again Christian.
Yet, from 1933-1939, German
Christians looked at Adolf Hitler with
completely different eyes. He claimed
to be Christian. He regularly invoked
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the name of God and Lord, he
regularly called upon faith in the Almighty, and he regularly stated the
importance of the Christian faith as a
foundation for the entire nation! Hitler fooled so many sincere German
Christians at least up until World War
II began in 1939; however, during that
terrible and bloody war, he retained
the the support of too many Christians.
A quick quote will serve to place matters in focus before we begin our study.
A good German Christian woman of
some means wrote a letter to a friend
just weeks before Hitler committed
suicide in 1945. This lady expressed
outrage and emotional distress, for she
had finally come to believe the rumors,
that the SS had been systematically
murdering Jews all during the war. This
lady said, This is totally outrageous
and must stop. Why, someone should
tell Adolf!
Someone should tell Adolf

HITLERS CLAIMS
TO BE A CHRISTIAN
H ITLER
P RAYING

N...

My feeling as a
Christian
points me
to
my
Lord and
Savior... I
am fighting for the
work of
the Lord.
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SPEECH, 12 APRIL 1922 [ADOLPH HITLER: A
PERVERTED CHRISTIAN?,
TERRY MATTINGLY ON RELIGION]

Hitler confesses Jesus as Lord and
Savior.

N...Hitler is reported to have spoken,

glowingly, about raising the treasures
of the living Christ, the persecution
of the true Christians and sanctimonious churches that have placed themselves between God and man and to
turn away from the anti-Christian ,
smug individualism of the past, and
to educate the youth in particular in
the spirit of those of Christs words
that we must interpret anew: love one
another; be considerate of your fellow man; remember that each of you
is not alone a creature of God, but
that you are all brothers!

[TURNER, IN HITLER MEMOIRS OF A CONFIDANT,
CH. 23; EMPHASIS ADDED]

I challenge anyone to show me
any testimony from George W. Bush
that is as strong as this testimony from
Hitler.

N...In boundless love as a Christian

and as a man I read through the passage which tells us how the Lord at
last rose in His might ...

[CATHOLICISM & FASCISM: A BRIEF RETROSPECTIVE,
BY ROBERT E. NORDLANDER, APRIL, 1990]

N...Today, after two thousand years,

with deepest emotion I recognize more
profoundly than ever before the fact
that it was for this that He had to shed
his blood upon the Cross. [IBID.]

N...As a Christian ...

[IBID.; REPEATED

MANY TIMES]

against godless atheistic commu- became a tradition; each April 20 durnism needs no documentation here ing the few years left to Hitler and his
... {CATHOLICISM AND FASCISM, BY ROBERT F. Reich, Cardinal Bertram of Berlin
NORDLANDER, FREE THOUGHT MAGAZINE, would send warmest congratulations
APRIL, 1990; EMPHASIS ADDED] to the Fuhrer in the name of the bishLet us continue examining
ops and the dioceses in Germany, to
this Catholic side to Hitler.
which he added fervent prayers which
After the death of Pius XI, the the Catholics in Germany are sending
electoral procedure to elect another to heaven on their altars.
[CORNWELL, JOHN, HITLERS POPE: THE SECRET
pope had begun. The March 1939
HISTORY OF PIUS XII, VIKING, 1999, P. 209]
election favored Pacelli and four days
later, Pacelli made it clear that he
Adolf Hitler died a Catholic in
would handle all German affairs
personally. He proposed the following good standing within the Catholic
Church, was never excommunicated,
affirmation of Hitler:
To the Illustrious Herr Adolf Hit- and was supported by the Vatican even
ler, Fuhrer and Chancellor of the after the war! Rome established and
German Reich! Here at the begin- operated an escape route through Italy
ning of Our Pontificate We wish to for former Nazi officials that has beassure you that We remain devoted come known as the Vatican Rat
to the spiritual welfare of the Ger- Lines [UNHOLY TRINITY, BY MARK AARONS
AND JOHN LOFTUS]
man people entrusted to your leadThe
fact
of
history
is that Adolf
ership.... During the many years we
spent in Germany, We did all in Hitler could not have carried out neiOur power to establish harmonious ther his war nor his Holocaust withrelations between Church and out the active support of Rome. There
State. Now that the responsibilities were individual priests and nuns who
of Our pastoral function have in- did resist Hitler during the war, at great
creased Our opportunities, how expense and peril to themselves; nevmuch more ardently do We pray ertheless, the official policy of Rome
to reach that goal. May the pros- supported Hitler.
perity of the German people and
The Confessing Church
their progress in every domain
... the thought of a state concome, with Gods help, to fruition!
trolled national church could mean
Pacelli became a crowned Pope on loss of control by the pastors of the
March 12, 1939 (Pius XII). The follow- Church. Naturally many pastors being month on April 20, 1939, at came concerned; some protested quiPacellis express wish, Archbishop etly to themselves and others, openly,
Orsenigo, the nuncio in Berlin, by forming the Confessing Church.
opened a gala reception for Hitlers Nevertheless, most pastors allied
fiftieth birthday. The birthday greetings themselves with the Nazi party and
thus initiated by Pacelli immediately their anti-Semitic views got published
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N

focussed on the narrow specific issue
...Catholic and Protestant leaders
of global terrorism, they are willing to
were convinced of Hitlers belief. As
give President Bush their support.
an example, the Catholic Cardinal
Faulhaber of Munich visited Hitler at
his mountain retreat at Obersalzburg
in November 1936. Faulhaber observed: Without doubt the chancellor lives in faith in God. He recognizes
Christianity as the foundation of Western culture.  [QUOTED FROM THE GERMAN
Hitler at

Monument

CHURCHES UNDER HITLER, P.279]

N...Pope Pius XII in 1939 instructed

Cardinal Bertram to send a birthday
message to Hitler: warmest congratulations to the Fuhrer in the name of
the bishops and the dioceses in Germany which was added, fervent
prayers which the Catholics of Germany are sending to heaven on their
altars. These greetings became a tradition and were sent every April 20th.

R OMAN C ATHOLIC
S UPPORT OF H ITLER

N ...The

Cardinal Faulhaber of
Munich who visited Hitler at his
mountain retreat in Obersalzburg
confessed: Without a doubt the
chancellor lives in faith in God. He
recognizes Christianity as the foundation of Western culture
[HELMREICH, P.279].

N ...I

do not remember even a
single occasion when Hitler gave any
instructions that ran counter to the true
Christian spirit and to humaness.
[ W AGENER , QUOTED IN T URNER , JR ., H ENRY
ASHBY, HITLER MEMOIRS OF A CONFIDANT, YALE
UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1978, P.147]

[HITLER COMPARED TO GOD/JESUS/CHRISTIANS,
BY JIM WALKER]

Adolf Hitler was raised Catholic and instructed in a Catholic school
run by Jesuits. To his dying day, Hitler
considered himself a good Catholic!
Listen:
Adolf Hitler virtually commenced his
crusade as a champion of Christianity. While there are those who question the sincerity of his Christian (Roman Catholic) religious convictions,
the Roman Catholic Church never saw
fit to excommunicate him while giving him enthusiastic support in Germany and in the Vatican, especially
after the attack on the Soviet Union in
June 1941 ... That the Roman Catholic Church had no hesitancy to back
fascism in the name of the crusade
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N...For as a Christian I have also

Universe. Rather, Hitler and Bush
both are thinking of the Almighty
a duty to my own people. [IBID.] Force  god of forces [Daniel 11:38]
...When I go out in the morning
Hitler Flashes Martin Luther
and see these men standing in their
New Testament!
queues and look into their pinched
faces, then I believe I would be no
...The established Methodist
Christian, but a very devil, if I felt no church paper, the Friedensglocke,
pity for them, if I did not, as did our vouched for the authenticity of a story
Lord two thousand years ago, turn about Hitler where he invited a group
against those by whom today this poor of deaconesses from the Bethel Instipeople are plundered and exploited. tutions into his home at Obersalzberg
[Ibid.]
.. The deaconesses entered the cham...The church is certainly necessary ber and were astonished to see the
pictures of Frederick the Great, Luther,
for the people. It is a strong and conand Bismarck on the wall ... One sisservative element. [MEMOIRS A LBERT
ter could not refrain from saying: Herr
SPEER, P. 95] Later on this same page,
Reichkanzler, from where do you get
Albert Speer noted that Hitler strongly
the courage to undertake the great
believed that the Christian church
changes in the whole Reich? Therewas indispensable in political life.
upon Hitler took out of his pocket the
...We dont want to educate any- New Testament of Dr. Martin Luther,
one in atheism.[HITLERS TABLE-TALK, P. 6] which one could see had been used
very much, and said earnestly: From
...God is with us Gods word.
[CALIC, EDOUARD, ED., SECRET CONVERSATIONS [HELMREICH , ERNST CHRISTIAN , THE G ERMAN

N

N

N

N
N

WITH HITLER, THE JOHN DAY COMPANY, P. 6: CHURCHES UNDER HITLER, WAYNE STATE UNIVERNOTE: H ITLER REPEATED THIS PHRASE SITY PRESS, 1979, P., P. 139]
EXCEEDINGLY OFTEN IN HIS SPEECHES, AND HE

ALWAYS DREW THE APPLAUSE].

N...We do not forget the influence
of the churches [IBID., P. 79]

N...Hence today I believe that I am

acting in accordance with the will of
the Almighty Creator [HITLER, MEIN KAMPF]
Like President Bush, Hitler invoked
the Almighty consistently in his
speech; also like Bush, Hitler was NOT
speaking of the Biblical Almighty,
Omnipotent God, Creator of the

George W. Bush loves to quote
from the Old Testament in order to deceive people into thinking he is a Born
Again Christian; likewise, Hitler obtained this old copy of Martin Luthers
New Testament to use for the same
purpose. These deaconesses assume
Hitler read this well-worn New
Testament, as did countless other
Christians of that era. But, notice that
Hitler does not make that claim; he
merely remains silent, knowing the
conclusion people will reach.
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Hitler
Leaving
Church
After
Service

The
National
Socialist
State has
not closed
a church,
nor has it
prevented
the holding of a religious service, nor
has it ever exercised any influence
upon the form of a religious service. It
has not exercised any pressure upon
the doctrine nor on the profession of
faith of any of the Confessions. In the
National Socialist State anyone is free
to seek his blessedness after his own
fashion....

World War III; using the war as an excuse, Hitler then did raid churches, he
did shut them down, and he began to
throw ministers and key leaders into a
prison, out of which many never returned.

N...I am absolutely convinced of the

great power and the deep significance
of the Christian religion, and consequently will not permit any other
founders of religion (Religionsstifter) ...
I will protect the rights and freedom
of the church and will not permit them
to be touched. You need have no apprehensions concerning the freedom
of the church. [HITLER, QUOTED FROM T HE
GERMAN C HURCHES U NDER H ITLER, P.241]

N...Secular schools can never be tol-

erated because such a school has no
religious instruction and a general
moral instruction without a religious
foundation is built on air; conse[H ITLER, A SPEECH IN THE R EICHSTAG
quently, all character training and reON 30 JAN . 1939; E MPHASIS ADDED ]
With this quote from Hitler ligion must be derived from faith. From
ringing in my ears, I can scarcely our point of view as representatives of
contain my anger over President Bush the state, we need believing people.
and Attorney General Ashcroft closing [H ITLER, QUOTED FROM T HE G ERMAN CHURCHES
down the Indianapolis Baptist Church UNDER H ITLER, P.241]
Hitler thus seems to hold a
(NEWS1472] on February 13, 2001, as
higher
standard for German schools
they sent in teams of soldiers armed
than
we
do today for American public
with military rifles. Not only did Bush/
schools.
In 2 1/2 years of his presiAshcroft cross that red line separating
dency,
Bush
has not accomplished one
church and state that none of our
Founding Fathers would have crossed, change in the secular, humanist, inbut he crossed a line that not even creasingly gay, and occult agenda that
Adolf Hitler crossed! Now you can permeates public school curricula!
truly understand how despicable Germany in Hitlers day was overwhelmingly Protestant, especially
Bushs action truly was.
Note that Hitler made this boast Prussian Protestant. Thus, Hitler realon January 30, 1939, almost exactly ized he had to appear non-threateneight months before he launched ing to Prussian Protestants.

anticommunism. In 1934, if a govern- he has blinded too many Christians to
ment was anti-Communist, it de- his true spiritual nature.
History is repeating itself!
served recognition and support.
Dr. Leek wrote:
Our observation is, that while Not All The Baptists Were Fooled
Hitlerism is doubtless not the ultimate
Fortunately, most Baptists in
end, for Germany directly or Europe 1934 took a different route, supportindirectly, it is for Germany a safe step ing soul liberty, the kinship of all perin the right direction. Nazism has at sons and the separation of church and
least been a bar to the universal boast state. Still, all Christians today need
of Bolshevism [ALABAMA BAPTIST XCIX 36 to remember which paths in 1934 led
(SEPTEMBER 6, 1934)]. some to embarrassing dead ends.
Another Baptist leader, Dr. Daddy,
[IBID.; EMPHASIS ADDED]
stated: Hitler was not perfect, but at
Thank God most Baptists in
least he was anti-Communist. [IBID.] 1934 recognized the true spiritual
matters that demanded their attenTherefore, because Hitler tion, and so did not fall into the trap
strongly opposed Communism, as did of supporting Adolf Hitler; still, the
international Baptists, it was all right Baptist leaders who did support Hitto ignore all the spiritually rotten fruit ler lead many, many Christians astray
coming from Hitler and his National at a most crucial time in world hisSocialist regime! We see this happen- tory. Christians are positionally in the
ing today in Ecumenical circles, dont same spot today as in Berlin, 1934. Too
we? Today, Liberal Christianity is al- many respected Evangelical leaders
lowing itself to be drawn in to the One are urging their people to support
World Religion of the future False President Bush, even though loads of
Prophet, through the lie that religions evidence exists that demonstrates his
need to focus upon what they can true spiritual nature, and even more
agree, ignoring that about which they evidence that should convince all peodo not agree! This is the essence of ple that this attack on Iraq is based
the Ecumenical Movement today, the upon nearly nothing!
ultimate goal of which is to form the Why do you think tens of millions of
religion that will serve the two Beasts people marched in global Antiwar
of Revelation 13!
protests on Saturday, February 15?
Right now, in America, Presi- They had read the news reports warndent Bush is utilizing exactly the same ing that our evidence against Iraq
Narrow Focus technique that is was tenuous at best, manufactured at
blinding Christians from seeing his worst.
rotten spiritual fruit! What is this NarYet, because Christians are
row Focus? It is Terrorism! Bush has patriotic, because they do not want to
so galvanized us of the absolute ne- believe that our presidency could be
cessity of fighting global terrorism and seized by Illuminists bent on staging
ending the states that support it, that Antichrist, and because they are
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Christian leaders today who are
applauding President Bush are guilty
of the same disastrous thinking: they
are gulping down a camel even as
they are refusing to acknowledge the
major disastrous spiritual fruit emanating from the president. History does,
indeed, repeat itself when people do
not follow the Holy Spirit carefully, the
news carefully, and draw the proper
conclusions.
But, the news as to why Baptist
leaders applauded Hitler gets even
more disastrous. Listen to Professor
Allen explain in another article, How
Baptists Assessed Hitler, written in September, 1982:
Surely a leader who does not
smoke or drink, who wants women
to be modest, and who is against pornography cannot be all bad, or so the
reasoning went. As M. E. Aubrey of
England observed in the Baptist Times,
Hitler had brought almost a new Puritanism, which makes its appeal to our
Baptist friends, and for the sake of
which they can overlook much that
cuts across their natural desires. Baptists from the United States ignored the
fact that interpreters were barred from
even rendering the word democracy
in Aubreys speech. Priority was
placed on personal habits, to the detriment of larger, more vital issues.
{IBID.]

Equating Adolf Hitler with the
word, Puritanism is spiritual blindness of a staggering proportion! M.E.
Aubrey even admitted there was
much about Hitler that was of great
concern to Christians, but he
smoothed that problem over by stating that Hitlers new Puritanism is

so strong that Christians can overlook
much about him that gives them great
concern! In other words, Christians
who had personally compared Hitlers
spiritual fruits against Bible doctrine,
and had concluded he was evil, could
overlook their conclusions because
of Hitlers supposed new Puritanism!
Today, we see exactly this kind of
twisted logic at work!
Professor Allen then records for
posterity that the numbers of Baptists
who felt positive about Hitler was
more than a few radical fringe types:
Quite a number of correspondents of our Southern Baptist papers writing about the BWA seemed
to have a kindly feeling and a good
word for Hitler and his regime,
WROTE R. H. PITT IN RELIGIOUS HERALD. [IBID.]

Victor I. Masters of the Western Recorder went even further, writing, Most of the testimony we have
from our brethren who went to the
[1934] Baptist World Alliance in Berlin has seemed with great spontaneity
and readiness to accept the opinion
that all is well in Germany. [Ibid.]
Did you catch that phrase?,
uttered even as Hitler was beginning
to secretly murder Jews:
all is well in Germany.

Narrowly Focussing
On One Single Issue

Professor Allen then drops a bombshell in identifying the major issue
blinding Baptists to Hitler: he had them
focussing on one major issue. Listen:
A final reason for Baptist
vulnerability to Hitlers 1934 policies
was a single-issue criterion for
appraising foreign governments:

In fact, Germany was so taken by
Prussianism that Hitler adopted the
military uniform of a Prussian general!
To us, Hitler looks foolish in his Prussian uniform and his little mustache,
but he looked very Prussian, very normal, to the Germans of the era.

Hitler sounds like a preacher boy
here!

N......that is why the prophet seldom

has any honor in his own country.
[ADOLF HITLER (MEIN KAMPF); referring to
Jesus words, John 4:44]

N... Except the Lord built the house N ...Parallel to the training of the

they labour in vain.... The truth of that
text was proved if one looks at the
house of which the foundations were
laid in 1918 and which since then has
been in building.... The world will not
help, the people must help itself. Its
own strength is the source of life. That
strength the Almighty has given us to
use; that in it and through it we may
wage the battle of our life.... The others in the past years have not had the
blessing of the Almighty of Him
Who in the last resort, whatever man
may do, holds in His hands the final
decision. Lord God, let us never hesitate or play the coward, let us never
forget the duty which we have taken
upon us.... We are all proud that
through Gods powerful aid we have
become once more true Germans.
[ADOLF HITLER, IN

A SPEECH IN

MARCH 1933]

Note Adolfs reference to Psalm 127:1
in this paragraph and his use of phrases
that sound wonderfully Biblical:
Almighty;Him Who is the last resort; holds in His hands the final
decision;Lord God; and God.
Hitler used these terms far more often
than President George W. Bush ever
has!

N ...... the fall of man in paradise

has always been followed by his
expulsion. [ADOLF HITLER (MEIN KAMPF)]

body a struggle against the poisoning
of the soul must begin. Our whole
public life today is like a hothouse for
sexual ideas and simulations. Just look
at the bill of fare served up in our
movies, vaudeville and theaters, and
you will hardly be able to deny that
this is not the right kind of food, particularly for the youth... Theater, art,
literature, cinema, press, posters, and
window displays must be cleansed of
all manifestations of our rotting world
and placed in the service of a moral,
political, and cultural idea.
[ADOLF HITLER (MEIN KAMPF)]

History records that many Evangelical, and even Baptist, preachers,
teachers, and leaders were seduced by
Hitlers morality in the early days,
as we explain more fully below. Today, we know the full truth of Hitler,
and are firmly guided by an examination of his terribly evil fruit, but in the
early period, from 1922-1939, Hitler
seemed to be a breath of fresh air, as
he fought against the loose morality
exploding across Germany. Many an
evangelical and Baptist leader of this
era took public note of Hitlers leadership in this area, and based their acceptance of him on this morality alone.
Did Hitlers adherence to a
christian-type morality make him a
Born Again Christian?
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Did his repeated use of
God, Lord, Almighty,
and Jesus make him truly
and genuinely Born Again?
Of course, not, you say, and, you are
right! But, todays Evangelical and
some Baptist preachers and leaders
defend President Bush on much the
same grounds! History will record of
George Bush much the same way it
recorded Adolf Hitler.
They are two Illuminists, trained
in Satanism in the same type of
Brotherhood of Death Society 

N...Bush of Skull & Bones and
N...Hitler of The Thule Society.

that the power that be are ordained
by God.

(ROMANS 13:1) [CHRISTIANITY IN EUROPE DURING
WWII, BY JIM WALKER, 1 JUNE, 2000]

Today, many pastors are enunciating this Biblical quote in an attempt
to justify supporting Bushs Illuminist
war against Iraq  Remember, World
War III has been planned since 1870
to produce Antichrist. Perhaps the
Scripture we need to focus on is:
We ought to obey God
rather than men. [Acts 5:29]
... a number of U.S. Baptists wrote
sympathetically of Hitlers Germany. I
came to this conclusion while writing

EVANGELICAL/BAPTIST
CHRISTIAN LEADERS
AFFIRM HITLERS
CHRISTIANITY
Nazis
worshippN ...If anyone can lay ing in a
claim to Gods help, then Christian
Church
it is Hitler, for without

Gods benevolent fatherly hand, without his blessing, the nation would not
be where it stands today. It is an unbelievable miracle that God has bestowed on our people.

[EVANGELICAL MINISTER RUST, IN A SPEECH TO A MASS
CHRISTIANS ON JUNE 29, 1933
[H ELMREICH , ERNST C HRISTIAN , THE GERMAN
CHURCHES UNDER HITLER, WAYNE STATE UNIVER- an article on the Baptist World Alliance congress in Berlin in 1934. An
SITY PRESS, 1979, P. 138]

MEETING OF GERMAN

Other pastors openly welcomed the Nazis, believing that the
reintroduction of government by
Christian authorities, affirmed St. Paul

immense Nazi flag, hung where the
congress met, was a vivid reminder of
the bloody purge executed only a few
weeks before by anti-Semitic fascists.

[U.S. BAPTISTS SAID SURPRISINGLY NICE ers justifying President George W.
THINGS ABOUT HITLER, BAPTIST STANDARD, BY Bush despite his bold gay agenda, his
PROFESSOR LLOYD ALLEN - CHURCH HISTORY AT public attack in shutting down a BapS OUTHERN B APTIST T HEOLOGICAL SEMINARY IN tist church, his obvious attempt to
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY  MAY 27, 2002]
gather dictatorial powers to himself
John Sampey, president of Southern using terrorism as the excuse, and a
Baptist Theological Seminary, cau- dozen other clear indicators that he is
tioned against hasty judgment of producing only rotten spiritual fruit.
a leader (Hitler) who had stopped
Professor Allen lists some other
German women from smoking ciga- specific reasons these Baptist leaders
rettes and wearing red lipstick in gave Hitler such a pass on the clear
public. The Watchman-Examiner evidences of spiritual disaster:
carried a letter by Boston pastor John
This focus on [Hitlers] perBradbury. Of the congress, he wrote, sonal piety resulted partially from a
It was a great relief to be in a country frontier religious ethic. On the Ameriwhere salacious sex literature cannot can frontier, where Baptist strength
be sold; where putrid motion pictures arose in the Second Great Awakening,
and gangster films cannot be shown. the most crucial ethical decisions were
[IBID.] personalalcoholism, spousal abuse
In light of post-World War II rev- and violence. Few complex social
elations about the Satanic monstros- structures existed on the frontier to atity of Adolf Hitler, one can only sit back tract a sustained moral critique. Bapin amazement as they contemplate tists equated eliminating the sins of the
how easily fooled these Baptist lead- flesh with Christian living.
ers and pastors were about Adolf HitMass evangelism was a second
ler; they casually excused all of Hit- factor in Baptist blindness to the Nazi
lers early writings, such as Mein evil. Some Baptists believed that evanKampf and his fiery anti-Semitic gelism and the world order were two
speeches from 1922-1934, in which circles that never intersected ... Evanhe boldly stated he was going to line gelical Christianity transcends all pothe Jews up against the wall for ex- litical and social systems, according
ecution!
to an Alabama Baptist article that apAnd, why did they so excuse
peared that same year. As long as govthese bold evidences of the true
ernments, even fascist governments,
nature of Hitler?
did not interfere with soul-saving,
Because he did not allow
they could be tolerated. [Ibid.]
pornographic and gangster films,
What would Jesus say
nor women smoking cigarettes and
in response to this nonsensical
wearing red lipstick in public?!
line of argument?
Why, this easy justification of Adolf Ye blind guides, filtering out a gnat,
Hitler by these high-ranking Baptists and gulping down a camel.
in 1934 pales in comparison only by
Matt 23:24;
todays Evangelical and Baptist lead- PARALLEL BIBLE, KJV/AMPLIFIED BIBLE COMMENTARY]

